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SFATE OF MICHIGAN, 

DEPARTMENT :OF PUBLIG@ INSTRUCTION, 

Lansinc, Micnican, January 2, 1908. 

To Commissioners, Superintendents and Teachers: 
“ 

For a number of years educators have been advocating nature study as 

a part of the public school curriculum, and at the present time there is a 

strong demand that agriculture be taught in the public schools. In order to 

assist superintendents and teachers in giving definite instruction along these 

lines, Professor Joseph A. Jeffery of the Michigan Agricultural College has 

prepared this pamphlet entitled An Elementary Laboratory Study in 

Soils. The material presented does not require an extended knowledge of 

chemistry and physics on the part of the teacher, and yet it deals with the 

vital points in this most important subject. The Agricultural College is 

doing a great work for the State of Michigan, and we believe that the distri- 

bution and use of this pamphlet in our schools will give splendid opportunity 

for study on the part of our young people, and at the same time cultivate a 

taste for agricultural pursuits. With this end in view the Department 

hereby expresses its appreciation of the services of Mr. Jeffery, and presents 

this pamphlet to-the teachers of the State as a ground work for some definite 

instruction and study in the subject of soils. 

Very respectfully, 

L. L tmgle 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The object of this course is to give to the pupil an opportunity to demon- 

strate for himself a few of the more important facts concerning soils and soil 
management. It is believed that when he has done this, his reading upon 

these things will be much more intelligently done and their application to 

farm practice will be more fully appreciated. 

The teacher may find it desirable to change the order of the experiments; 

he may desire to change the plan of some of them. The discussions following 

some of the experiments may suggest other experiments, and-it will doubtless 

add much to the interest of the work to allow pupils, from time to time, to 

develop and perform an original experiment so suggested. It will often be 

necessary to assist the pupil to a proper interpretation of his results in such 

an experiment. 
The results of every experiment should be discussed— 
First, As to their bearing upon farm practice so far as the pupils are ac- 

quainted with it, and 
Second, As to how far they illustrate or confirm anything they may have 

read in the text books or elsewhere, or may have observed in practice. 





LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. 

It is desirable, of course, to have a regularly equipped laboratory. It 
need not necessarily be a large room or expensively equipped. There should 
be some tables to work on. There should be a drying oven, one good 
balance weighing to one-tenth gram, a kitchen scale or its equivalent, ranging 
from one ounce to at least twenty-four pounds. If the building is not sup- 
plied with gas, there shou!d be a gasoline stove and an aicohol lamp. 

In addition to the above, the “following apparatus and ‘material will be 
needed: 

2 doz. deep gallon jars. 
5 doz. one-quart pudding or bean pans. 
2 doz. two-quart pudding or bean pans. 
2 doz. 8-inch pie tins (with nearly square shoulders if they can be se- 

cured). 
1 doz. coffee cups. 
10 feet No. 12 galvanized wire. 
1 garden rake. 
1 garden hoe. 
1 garden spade. 
2 4-inch x 4-inch x 4-inch boxes of wood or metal without covers (see 

Fig. 3.) 
1 soil sieve about 18 inches x 30 inches and 4 inches deep, with screen 

having 6 meshes to the inch (see Fig. 2). 
fine meal sieve. 
soil tubes (say 14 inch by 34 inches). 
funnel rack, to carry 8 furinels (see Fig. 9). 
small soil scoops of bone, tin or wood. 
iron rod, 3-inch by 18 inches long, rounded at end. 
granite ware quart cups. 
small rods of wood, }-inch by 12 inches long. 
straight edge 16 inches long. 
gauge (see Fig. 10a). 

12 accurately graduated glass thermometers with lower end of stem as 
long as possible. 

3 soil thermometers—one 3-inch, one 6-inch, and one 12-inch. (These 
are desirable but can be dispensed with.) 

doz. 4-inch glass funnels. 
doz. 4-oz. beakers (125 c.c.), or small glass tumblers. 
doz. 600 c.c. lipped beakers. 
100 c. c. graduates. 
200 c. c. graduates. 
doz. 14-inch thistle tubes (see Fig. 2). 
pounds 2-inch glass tubing. 

6 glass rods 3-16 inch by 8 inches long (“stirring rods’’). 

KSB eH OWK OK Ne 
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10 DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 

1 doz. No. 14 corks. 
6 doz. 4-0z. screw cap Jars. 
6 doz. 37-inch by 5-inch serew cap homeos. 
ins 
- ~ pounds paraffin. 

set of tools—hammer, saw, pliers, ntppers, scissors ete. — 

There should be kept in stock two or three bushel lots of at least four 
kinds of soil—clay, loam, sandy soil, and muck soil, and also coarse sand 
and fine sand, all of which should ‘be air dried and carefully screened. In 
screening these soils a fine meal sieve may be used. 

PRELIMINARY EXERCISE. 

1. Have each pupil bring in quart samples of as many distinct kinds of 
soil as ean be found. Samples should be obtained by digging a hole having 
perpendicular walls, to the depth of the plowed soil, or in virgin soil to the 
depth of the soil proper as indicated by the darker color due to the presence 
of a larger amount of organic matter in the soil. In muck soils take samples 
to the depth of six inches. Mix thoroughly the sample soil taken from the 
hole before taking the quart sample. 

2. Each quart sample should be thoroughly air dried, after which all 
samples should be examined and grouped on the basis of color, the propor- 
tions of coarse and fine material making up the sample, and the general 
mellowness of the sample. 

There should ‘be at least four general groups found in most localities—-clay, 
'oam, sandy soil and muck. If all of these cannot be found in a locality, 
those lacking shou!d be secured from other localities. 

3. Characteristic samples of these groups of soils should be preserved in 
serew capped homeos, or in 4-o0z. screw cap jars as may be prefefred (see 
dande Fig. 3). These samples should be saved for future reference and 
comparison. 

4. It would be interesting to have pupils bring in quart samples of the first 
six inches of the sub-soil corresponding to the soils they bring. These sub- 
soils should be examined and grouped in the same manner as the soils. 

Fic. 1. q@and b, two styles of torsion balance with accompanying weights. c¢c; a common 
form of kitchen balance weighing to 24 pounds by ounces. 
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Fic. 2. Here are shown from left to right a cake of paraffin, funnel, filter 
paper, graduate cylinder, beaker, thistle-tube funnel, box of labels,and_ soil 
sieve. 

Fic. 3. a, quart bean pan; b, pie tin for cover; c, wooden soil box; d, 4-0z. screw- 
cap jar; e, screw-cap homeo; f, soil scoop; g, brass soil tube. 

EXPERIMENT I. 

Pore Space in Soil.— Artificial. 

Apparatus needed: 

1 deep metallic vessel ranging in capacity from 4 pint to 1 pint. It may 
be made hy melting off the open end of a can in which canned corn or 
peas are purchased, or it may be made by soldering a piece of sheet brass 
over one end of a piece of brass pipe 14 inches in diameter and 4 inches 
long (see g Fig. 3). Call these sol tuhes. 
round tamper of wood or one of cork having a elass or wood handie. 
small piece of wood 12 inches Jong and 4-inch square. 
vessel of one pint capacity. 
balance or scale. 
sample each of sandy, loamy, and muck soil, 

3 
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Before beginning the experiment opinions may be called for as to how 
compact a mass of soil may be, as to how much unoccupied space may 
occur between the particles of soil in the mass with reasons for believing 
there is or is not any such unoccupied space. 

The experiment: 

1, Weigh an empty soil tube and record its weight. 
2. Fill this soil tube with water till even with the top; weigh and record 

weight. 
3. Empty and thoroughly dry this soil tube. 
4. Now fill with one of the soils—say the sandy soil. To do this fill the 

tube heaping full, hold it firmly upon some solid surface and tap the 
sides lightly with the small piece of wood mentioned in the list of ap- 
paratus. The tapping will cause the soil to settle. See to it that all 
the while the packing is going on the surface of the soil is kept well 
rounded by adding more soil. Vary the force of the tapping and 
do not do all the tapping at one point. 

5. When settling of soil ceases, with the straight edge strike a the soil 
even with the. upper edge of ‘the soil tube. 

6. Weigh the tube with ‘soil content and record weight. 
hs Slowly add water to the soil in the tube until the water ceases to be 

taken and stands as even with the surface of the soil tube as when the 
tube was previously filled with water. 

Caution: During the adding of the water the sides of the tube should be tapped 
to loosen the air bubbles which might cling to the soil walls and so keep out 
the water. 

8. Weigh and record weight. 
9. Compute what part of the capacity of the soil tube is filled by soil and 

what part by water. 
What previously occupied the space in the tube. now occupied by water? 
In performing the experiment use an outline similar to the following: 

; Weight of soil tube full of water [77-. .< 6.0 ec eee ee 
.- Weight) of ‘empty: sot tube. : faccta a ees nae eater arate 

. Weight. of water content. of tube.. ...:...--<.-s0.---- aes OS Nn 
Weight of tube talliot soil oe ein cic nt posi irene ae tae 

. Weight’ of/tube, soil and ‘waters... soe seer 2 4 eigee cee 

» Weight of -watersadded to ssoile 3 cette cu a earn mip ene eres ie 
. Per cent of space in tube unoccupied by soil........-....--..- NO ow we 

10. Repeat this experiment, using a loam and a muck soil. 
Is it desirable that there be pore space in soil? Why? - 

EXPERIMENT II. : 

Specific Gravity of Soil. 

It is often desired to know the weight of a volume of soil (not including 
pore space) as compared with a like volume of water. This relative 
weight is known as specific gravity. 

Using “the necessary weights from the table you filled out in Experiment I 
fill cut the following “table: : 
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1. Weight of water required to fill soil tube (3).................. 
. Weight of water added to fill space in soil (6)..............-. bo 

EERE WP een ha SEEN fines k acti otha wh AM es eS 
PV emmnu Ol tibevanmae sail Content: ii. eesrecew a cass 2 o)eivce en he oe 
Bee Mi Olen pEy GOEL, CUMES.. (Attensa! vanes. fist sy oe &oece sees vas 

elm t okuncmnnmeiae sel Sela Ble). peewee ee IS fa Slee pass as eget: 
. Select from these figures the weight of the volume of water equal to the volume 
of the soil used in the tube. 

8. Determine and indicate the relative weight of the soil as compared with that 
of the equal volume of water, which is the— 

rmOP PEC Cite bite: BOIL: si 8 bo dadees ce ere» age Rs von rae wesc ne ots 
9. Determine the specific gravity of at least two different soils. 

“IQ Ore co 

IxPERIMENY ITT, 

Pore Space in Soil.—Natural. 

Apparatus and material needed: | 

- A spatula or old sharp case knife. 
2 pieces of window glass 8 inches x 10 inches. 
1 pound paraffin. 
1 quart pan in which to melt the paraffin. 
1 two-quart pan. 
1 250 c. c. beaker. 
A strip of card board 32 inches by 14 inches. 
A piece of the same card board 33 inches square. 

The experiment: 

1. From some convenient field or garden area cut a cube of soil of approx- 
imately 4-inch face. Lay on a board or other smooth surface and con- 
vey to laboratory. 

2. Place this cube upon one of its faces and with the spatula or knife true 
one of the perpendicular faces; then cut away and true the opposite face 
so that the thickness of the soil between these trued faces shall be about 
three inches. (It is suggested that the face first trued be the upper 
face as it was taken from the field.) 

3. Turn the block of soil upon one of the pieces of glass with the surface 
first trued down. 

4, Now cut down and true the remaining four faces so that each dimension 
shall be about 3 inches. See Fig. 4. 

5. Shehtly round all the edges excepting those resting against the glass. 
6. Crease the cardboard strip at distances of 34 inches as shown in Fig. 4. 
‘Then bend and fasten the ends with a strip of paper and mucilage. 

7. Place the case of paper over the cube of soil as shown in Fig. 5, so that 
the walls of the case shall be about +inch in all places from the walls of 
the cube of soil. Pack some loose soil about the lower outside edges of 
the paper case. See Fig. 5. 

8. Melt about one pound of the paraffin and allow it to cool until its tem- 
perature is Just above the melting point. 

9. Slowly pour the melted paraffin into the paper case about the soil until 
the paraffin stands even with the top of the paper case. 

10. Place the remaining piece of cardboard upon the surface of the melted 
paraffin in paper case and allow paraffin to cool. See Fig. 6. 
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‘Fic. 4. Cube of soil ready to be encased, and the card board to be used for the outer case, 
with spatula, weeder and loose soil. 

Fic. 5. Theflouter paper case in place ready for the paraffin. Paper bottom 
for outer case, tin cup, bunsen burner, and glass stirring rod. 

11. After a few hours loosen the paraffin case from the glass. (This can 

usually be done by turning the case over so that the elass will be up, and 
tapping the elass lightly. Otherwise pour a little hot water upon the 
oon See Vie. va 

With a one-eighth inch glass or wooden rod make a hole 2} inches 
“ey near the center of the soil. 

Pour water very slowly into this hole until the openings in the soil are 

choo uals filled and the water stands even with the top of the soil. 

14. With a glass rod or other dull tool remove to the two-quart pan as 

much of the content of the paper paraffin case as you can without mar- 
ring the inner surface of the case. 
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Fic. 6. The encasing of the soilis here completed. 

Fic. 7. The encased cube of soil loosened from the glass 
and placed right side up upon the glass plate. 

. 

15. Measure into a beaker 200 grams (c. c.) of water, and with this wash 
the remaining soil in the paper-paraffin case into the two-quart pan. Use 
all of the 200 grams of water. 

16. Weigh the two-quart pan and contents and record the weight. 
17. Place the two-quart pan in a drying oven having a temperature of 

212° to 225° F. (100° to 110° C.) until it ceases to lose weight. 
18. Weigh the pan with dry content and record weight. 
19. Weigh the paper-paraffin case, empty, and record weight. 
20. Fill the case even full of water, weigh and record weight. 
Use a table something like the following: 
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Weight of paper-paraffin case full of water...........-------++-. 
Weight of paper-paraffin case; emipty.: (3-..2 7.6 - 2 ee ne ee 

Weight of water case hold aes cen tate cee eee ee 
Weight of pam; soil and watersie, mcm eects - 2 fee eee cl ress 
Weight of pan’ and’ soil “after dryimge v0 ain = ree or ee een 

Weight of water lost in drying................. Be Nats eh eee apo ae 
Weight of water used “im twashimee. 00% 2 inthe eek eee tie Si. a 

Weight of water in saturated soil tm cage.........00%.-52-- 24+... 

Using the weight of water which the paper-paraffin case holds and the 
water contained in the saturated soil in the case, estimate the amount 
of pore space in the soil in the case. 

EXPERIMENT LY. 

Weight of Soils under Artificial Conditions. 

Apparatus and imaterial needed: 
A box of wood or meta! 4 inches in eack dimension, open on one side. 

Call it a soil bor. (Fig. 2.) 
A small mallet or a piece of wood 12 inches long and 4-inch square. 
A straight edge of some sort. 
3 pints each of say, four soils 
muck soil, all air-dry. 

a sandy soil, a loam soil, a clay soil, and a 

The experiment: 
-1. Weigh soil box and record weight. ‘ 
2. Fill the soil box heaping full with the sandy soil and settle as completely 

as possible by tapping the sides of the soil box with the mallet or stick. 
Caution: Hold the box firmly upon some solid surface while tapping and see 

to it that soil is added from time to time to keep the surface of soil in the box 
well rounded all the while. Vary the force of the tapping. 

3. When the soil ceases to settle strike off the surface of soil even with top 
of box. 

4. Weigh the box with its contents and record weight. 
5. Determine the weight of soil in box. 
6. Estimate the weight of a eubic foot of stich soil. 
Use a form like the following: 

1. Weight. of soil box and soil content.........-..... Gere neat ere 
2. Weight: ob S010 Bomn. n. peta fee cet san ore eae keene eee eae 

» Weight of soil anor tice nee ee ape eles eee 
. Estimated weight of a cubic foot of this soil.........-........ — CO 

Alternate. 

The above experiment may be performed by using a tin pea or corn can 
with the open end melted off. 

In using such a can its capacity should be determined as follows: 
1. Weigh the can empty and record weight. 
2. Fill the can with water. ‘ 

Weigh the can full of water and record weight. 
Subtracting the weight of the erapty can from the weight of the can 

’ 
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filled with water gives the weight of the volume of water which the can holds. 
One cu. inch of water weighs .036 lbs. or 16.33 grams. 
5. Having the weight of the water which the can holds, estimate its capacity. 
Use 2 form like the following: 

he Ween. or.can fullvol, water...) \. eLetter ee: 
By Ween! eam, Enapty. e427. te a AR. EO 

Nyeieeiion Of) WATCEC IM CAMs <0 oS akon yas): ae cpa fo aewe ao a eS ge ne at 
3. Estimated volume of. water in can in cubic inches............. 

From this point proceed as in soil-box experiment. 

Can you plan and execute an experiment by which you can deterniine the 
weiyht per cubic foot of field soils—soil under natural conditions? 

Cd 

EXprrmMent V. 

Water-holding Power of Soils.—Artificial. 

Apparatus and materials needed: 
8 four-inch zlass funnels. 
1 package of 6-inch filter papers. 
1 rack for carrying the eight funnels. (This rack may be made of a board 

1 inch x 6 inches—5 feet long, with eight three-inch holes bored at 
distances of 7 inches apart center to center. The holes may he bored 
with an extension bit. When in use let this rack rest-on supports six 
to eight inches high.) See Fig. 8. 

8 four-ounce beakers or ordinary glass tumblers. 
1 100c.c. graduate cylinder. 
4 lots of air-dry soil—a sandy soil, a loamy soil, a clay soil and a muck soil. 

_ Fic. 8. Funnels in place in simple wooden rack with beakers under the funnels 
in experiment to study water-holding power of soils. 

The experiment: 

Mount the eight funnels in the rack. 
Fold a filter paper for each funnel, set in place and wet so that it will 
stay in place. 

3. Weigh out and introduce into each of two funnels 100 grams of the 
sandy soil. 

4, Weigh out and introduce into each of two other funnels 100 grams of 
the clay soil. 

5. Weigh out and introduce into each of two other funnels 190 grams of 
loamy soil. 

~6. Weigh out and introduce into each of the two remaining funnels 50 
grams of the muck, soil. 

7. Place a beaker under each funnel. 

No 
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S. Measure 100 c. c. of water into each of the funnels containing the sandy, 
clay, and loamy soils. 

9. Measure 150 c. c. of water into each cf the funnels containing the muck 
soils. 

(). When the water has ceased to drain into the beakers from all the soils 
measure and record the amount of water that has drained from each 
soil. 

What does ac. ¢. 
Introduce data into 

of water weigh? 
au table like the following: 

Water-holding Capacity of Soils. 

Average 
Kind Weight r, Water amount % of 2 oS) Water Water = p 

No. of of dtl ari a | eeeameneale retained of water | water 
soil. soil. by soil. retained | retained. 

by soil. 

ee Sanidiy ses oo Waele Sse eet The We lee Reve eda arte ee te 
De Sandy.. Fics | Cases kei tnt | beech secs Sood Poem opeuUeGuceen nol ho ce ola. ephooc) Gi tl oaced) oe. Ws, aco ast ail emoyret ebten, owtaketenre 

Srwercie Cay apis toilet scope ote She tl Sk ead mepel-vts tall Sie ranesk Watcha dal tee cea il Rn Re os oa eee 
4): CUA Ge: Has geen lo aseh alecarats. Brag el cies Seen he wall lle tails take eke lentes xt oe ean snl ee 

5. est Brey: 00 lees A See wes) te era erate) gray ae Raa el eS Oe ai ee In Corl SEU aS 5 - 
6. i Dey: 0 eee ee eal ethet Le 2 al en rere eben oe pcares oral Tin oea Hed malta no Sad one. 

ee Mareket celles. ao tokrsc,|ie wee eee taconite raeicas pekekeoe cals cer otal foucieel| eas eee ce re | en 
Sur (UUs <ceme| Percanei erin, ress a tals tonaiin her aE a bogey brit weourpeigs | = sce c <2 

| 

Remember that in computing the per cent of water retained by the soil, 
the weight of dry soil is used as the base. 
Aceount for the differenres in the amounts of water retained by the 

sand and the clay; the sand and the muck; the sand and the loam. 

EXPERIMENT. VI. 

Water-holding Power of Soils as Affected by Presence of Organic Matter. 

ww 

. Repeat Experiment V, using mixtures of sand and muck as follows: 
(1) All sand and no muck, (2), 80% sand and 209%, muck, (3) 60% sand 
ae 40% muek, and (4) 40° sand and 60% muck. 
Account for the differences in the percentage amounts of water retained 
by the different combinations of sand and muck. 
Do the percentage amounts of water retained by the different combi- 
nations bear any relation to the amounts of muck or sand in the combi- 
nations? 

EXPERIMENT VI 

Water-holding Power of Soils as Affected by Amount of Clay Present. 

ibe Repeat Experiment V, wee combinations of sand and clay as follows: 
(1) 100% of sand, (2) 80% of sand and 20% of clay, (3) 60% of sand 
and 40°, of elay, and (4) 40% of sand and 60% clay. 

Y 
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2. Account for the differences in the percentage amounts of water retained 
by the different combinations. 

3. Do the percentage amounts of water retained by the different combina- 
tions of sand and clay bear any relation to the amounts of clay or sand 
in the combinations? 

EXPERIMENT VIII. 

Water in Soils under Natural Conditions. 

Apparatus needed: 

A sharp spade. 
3 one-quart bean or pudding pans. 
3 eight-inch pie tins to be used as covers for the pans. 
The pans and pie tins should be permanently numbered. 

Fie. 9. Galvanized iron drying oven in 
place upon an ordinary two-burner gasoline 
stove. This oven is 17 inches wide x 13 
inches deep x 48 inches high. 

The experiment: 

1, At a point in a field or garden where the moisture conditions seem good 
for growing a crop, dig with the spade to the depth of the soil—five inches 
to eight inches. On one side of the hole have the wa!l perpendic lar, 
and remove all loose soi! from the bottom of the hole. 

4 
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With the spade cut off, from. top to bottom, about one inch of the face 
of the perpendicular wall, allowing the soil to fall to the bottom of the 
hole. 

. As quickly as possible, thoroughly mix the soil so cut from the wall; 
fill one of the pans two-thirds full with the mixed soil and cover with a 
pie tin. 

. Move off a short distance, dig another hole and take another sample 
in the same manner, placing the sample in another pan. 

. Move to a third place and take a third sample, placing it in another 
pan. 

. On arriving at the laboratory weigh each pan with its contents, record- 
ing the number and weight in each case. 

. The pans with their contents should now be subjected to a tempera- 
ture of 212° to 225°F. until the pans cease to lose weight. This will re- 
quire from 8 hours to 16 hours, depending upun the soil. See Fig. 9. 
When dry, weigh each pan with its contents and record. 
Remove the dry soil from each pan, weigh the pan and record. 

. Determine the per cent of moisture in each soil. 
Use a form like the following: 

Natural Water Content of Soils. 

i @ | 
| Weight Weight Weight 

ene | ne | Ween of pan | of pan Moisture of | - &% 08 
aati Ta eer | and wet | and dry lost. | dry | moisture. 

. | . 

_ content. | content. soil. 

lost 

The per cent of moisture in soil is found by dividing the weight of moisture 
by the weight of dry soil. 

EXPERIMENT IX. 

Water in Soil When Plants Cease to Grow. 

A—Under Natural Conditions. 

Apparatus needed: 

Same as those required in Experiment VIII. 

The 

A 

experiment: 

Where it is possible, select an area where plants are suffering from 
drought, that is, where a drought has continued till field plants have 
begun to turn yellow or to wilt badly, and determine the moisture 
content of the soil, proceeding in every particular as in experiment 
ELT: 

Use a table like that in Experiment VIII. 
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Alternate. B—Under Artificial Conditions. ° 

_ Where field conditions are not found as above, the work may be done under 
artificial conditions. 

Apparatus needed: 
1 
2 

deep gallon jar. 3 
one-quart pans with pie tins for covers. 

A few kernels of good seed corn or oats. 
A 

The 

bn, 

gatlon of field soi! in good tilth and moisture condition. 

experiment: 

. Will the jar to within a half-inch of the top with the soul, packing lightly. 
Be sure that the soil is in about the right condition of moisture for plow- 
ing or for being planted to seed. 

2. At the time of filling the jar, tuke two samples of the soils in pans and 
determine the moisture contained. 

3. Weigh the jar and soil content and record weight. 
4. Plant six kernels of oats or three kernels of corn three-fourths inch 

deep in the soil in the jar. After they have germinated, thin to four 
plants of oats or two plants of corn. 

5. Until the oats are eight inches high or the corn plants are twelve inches 
high, weigh the jar once each weck and add water enough to bring the 
weight up to the original weight, recording the same in each case. 

6. When the crop has reached the height indicated above, allow the jar 
to stand until the plants show decided effects of lack of moisture. 

7. Weigh jar and contents and record weight. 
8. Remove the crop, then remove the soil from the jar, thoroughly mix, 

and sift a portion through a coarse sieve to remove roots. 
9. Take two samples of this sifted soil and determine moisture content, 

as in Experiment VIII. 
The preparation of the soil and the taking of samples should be done 

without undue loss of time. 
Use a table something like this: 

Water in Soil When Plants Cease to Grow. 

Moisture content at start and 
Ist week.! 2d week | 3d week | 4th week! 5th week close of experiment. 

Weight of —_—— — — = : = ' . Speers jar and a su sl.utl # |S 3 moist soil. S ES a cs _ Nk ee SEESES 38 | om 5 : “ Sl eeglo cl eclo et : . sa + iS) mS/ SB as| Seay! SBlas Sulas/Ss] Ss ws |S Sl 2 S| & m4 | 3B OL S38. S357) 8315-7 SUS S8S! s | Oo | Pselaegs 2 | SP] os ESE SIRGIESIESIE SIESIESIESIES a ES Bass ap = Eo | Ss 
ge 3 

Bt, rej aatasel  avaers ssl Bia, aishels | siaaree te acre ere 
o 

7) 
feet His beer esl i eee ear eae Inept ee cael MRS el 
[a 

A ee eee ey er nee I! as [teva\cra eta} Wratarscc'y Opera rc | ee terete eee 
s | 

RY Dh bel ara need aa one rian ener feecrs see) aaa eee 
| 

Tt would be worth while to use two soils for experiment B—a rather heavy 
soil and a light soil. 
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EXPERIMENT X. 

Moisture in Air-dry Soil. 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

4 two-quart pans. 
4 soils—a sandy soil, a loamy soil, a clay soil, and a muck soil—all air- 

dry. It would be well to let all these lots of soil stand together in an 
open room for a few days before using in this experiment. 

Tf all these soils are not available use as many as can be secured. 

The experiment: 

. Carefully number and weigh 4 pans and record their weights. 
. Into three pans weigh 1000 grams of sandy soil, of loamy “soil, and clay 
‘soil respectively, and into the fourth pan weigh 500 grams of the 
muck soil. 
Subject the pans and contents to a temperature of 212° to 225° F., or 
100° to 110° C. until they cease to lose weight. 

4. Weigh pans and dry contents and record weights. 
Use a table like the following: 

—— 

to 

we) 

Moisture in Air-dry Soils. 

{ ‘ | | | 

| Weight | Weight | | | 

| 
| 

Kind | No. | Weight _ of pan | of pan LoNipaabnel Weight % of Order 
of of Ole esa and | lack of dry | Saaiehiice of 

soil. pan. pan. air-dry dry | Re I asTe 5] “| moisture. 
ie esas soil. 

Offer any good reasons that may occur to you for any differences that may 
have been found. 

EXPERIMENT XI. 

Moisture Losses from Cultivated and Uncultivated Soil Surfaces. 

(Read directions for Experiment XII before performing this one.) 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

6 deep one gallon jars. 
1 straight edge. 
1 hpped beaker. 
A gauge (see Fig. 10). 
A four-quart pan. 
A small scoop. 
A quart cup. 
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Fic. 10. a, gauge for removing soil from jars 
in cultivation experiment. 6, common. garden 
weeder. c, simple wooden. tamper that may be 
used in compacting soil in boxes or jars. 

6 pieces three-eighths inch glass tubing or 6 glass thistle tube funnels. 
(The glass tubes or the funnel stems should be one inch longer 
than the height of the jars.) 

14 bushels of good field soil, preferably a sandy loam. (This soil should 
be screened to remove large pebbles and coarse materials, and should 
be in good moisture condition for plowing or cropping.) 

1 gallon of very coarse sand. 

Lixperiment: 

1. Thoroughly mix the one and a half bushels of soil. Be sure the condition 
of moisture is right. If too dry add water during the mixing. Shovel 
into a compact heap. 
Number the six jars 1 to 6 and place them in order near the heap of 

soil. 
3. Place in the bottom of each jar one pint of the coarse sand, spreading 

evenly over the bottom. 
4. Place a piece of the glass tubing or a funnel in each jar, against the 

side of the jar, and with the lower end resting on the sand.» A piece of 
light wire properly bent over the edge of the jar will hold the tubing or 
funnel in place during the filling. 

5. Add a struck-off cup of soil to jar number 1, then one to number 2, 
and so on till each jar has received one quart of soil. Spread out the 
soil in each jar and pack firmly with the hand or with the bottom of the 
cup, being careful to treat the soil in the six jars. uniformly. 

iw 
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. Repeat the addition and packing of soil described in 5 until each jar is 
rounding full. 

. When the jars have been thus filled, strike off each surface even with 
the rim of the jar, using a straight-edge. 
Set jars number 1 and number 6 to one side. 
Set the gauge so that the blade shall extend one inch below the edge 
of wood frame and with gauge and scoop remove the soil from the sur- 
face of number 2 and number 5 to the depth of one inch, placing the 
soil in the pan. Thoroughly crumble with the hands the soil thus re- 
moved and return to the jars. This will fill the jars rounding full 
again. ‘Tap lightly. Then with straight-edge strike off each surface 
even with rim of jar. Carefully set jars 2 and 5 aside. 

10. Set the gauge so that the blade shall extend two inches below edge of 
wooden frame, and with gauge and scoop remove the soil from surface 
of jars number 3 and number 4 to the depth of two inches, placing the 
soil in the pan. ‘Thoroughly mix and return to jars, tap jars and strike 
off as in 9. 

f Note—Observe that we have secured in jars 2, 5, 3 and 4 what we secure in the field by cultivat- 
ing one inch and two inches deep respectively. In the jars, however, we have secured much greater 
uniformity of both depth and stirring of soil. 

1 1. Add 4 pound of water to each jar through the tube or funnel. 
1 12. Weigh and record weight of each jar in order. (See Fig. 11.) 

1 

1 

Fie. 11. Showing jars as they appear when filled in Experiment XI. One of the 
jars rests upon platform of the kitchen balance. 

3. Place the six Jars in order in some place sufficiently sheltered to pro- 
tect from rains and birds. 

4. At the end of one week weigh each jar, record weight and add water 
through the tube or funnel sufficient to bring the jar and contents up 
to the original weight. 

Norre—To bring up to weight leave the jar on scale and add water through tube or funnel very 
slowly. 

1 
15. Repeat 14 at the end of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th weeks. 
6. Determine the total loss by evaporation from each jar. 
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17. Compare the individual losses. 
18. Average the losses of duplicates— 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3:and 4, and 

compare the averages. 
19. Using the averages obtained in 18, determine the losses per day per 

acre, with no cultivation, one inch of cultivation, and two inches of cul- 
tivation. 

Table of Moisture Losses from Cultivated Soils. 

End of | End of | End of | End of | End of ie Loss per acre 
, Ist week | 2d week | 3d week | 4th week] 5th week], | ,, Sp per day. 

= 5\_ e. 7s a is a = s v7. 
B s aH] 3 ye; eS) 4 Pe) = o| 3 
Qe |S FS) 1 8d| 6 iss] Biss] diss] Slsslisies] a 
BS |BS|22| 3 |as| 3 |e8| 3 |S8| 3 ss] 3 |ss/Es/s8) Bs Pounds. Tons. 
2s |AS|O"|F IES FIRS E FSFE ISIE ESI |a a 

20. Account for differences in average losses. 
What does the experiment teach? 

EXPERIMENT XII. 

Effect of Dry-earth Mulches upon Moisture Losses. 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

6 deep one-gallon jars. 
1 straight-edge. 

-1 gauge. ; 
~ 1 small scoop. 

1 lipped beaker or cylinder (8 oz. or 250 c. c.) 
1 four-quart pan. 
1 quart cup. 
6 pieces 3-inch tubing of 6 thistle-tube funnels as described in Experi- 

ment XI. ; 
14 bushels of good field soil, preferably a sandy loam, as described in Ex- 

periment XI. 
1 gallon of the same soil thoroughly air-dryed. 
1 gallon very coarse sand. 

The experiment: 

1. Fill the six jars with soil, carefully following directions 1 to 8 in Ex- 
periment XI. 

2. With scoop and gauge carefully remove the surface soil from jars 2 
and 5 to the depth of one inch. Do not return soil. 

3. With scoop and gauge carefully remove the surface soil from jars 3 
and 4 to the depth of two inches. Do not return soil. 

4. Introduce into jars 2, 5, 3, and 4 to rounding full the air-dry soil, tap 
lightly, and with straight-edge strike off surfaces even with rim of jars. 
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5. Add eight ounces of water to each of the six jars through tube or funnel. 
6. Weigh each jar and record weight. 
7. At the end of each week, for five weeks, weigh each jar, record weight, 

and add slowly sufficient water to bring w eight up to the original weight 
as in Experiment XI. 

8. Determine the total loss for each pan. 
9. Compare losses. 
10. Average the losses of the duplicate Jars, 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 and 4, 

and compare. 
11. Estimate the losses per day per acre, using averages only. 
Use a table similar to that in Experiment XT. 
Suggest any practical application of the knowledge gained from this ex- 

periment. 
It would be well to perform this exper iment in connection with Experiment 

XI, in which case jars 1 and 6 of this experiment could be omitted. With 
slight changes, too, one table could be made to hold all data. 

EXPERIMENT XIII. 

The Effect of Water in the Puddling or Baking of Soils. 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

4 coffee cups, or 4 3-inch evaporating dishes. 
4 one-pint lots of the following soils, well moistened—a sandy soil, 

loam, a clay soil, and a muck soil. 

The experiment: 

1. Weigh out 30 grams each of the sandy soil, the loam and the clay soil 
and 15 grams of the muck soil, placing each weighed lot in a separate 
cup or dish. 

2. Introduce into each cup or dish sufficient water to slightly more than 
completely cover the soil in it. 

3. Place the cup or dishes with their contents in a warm dry place and 
allow to stand until all the water has evaporated and the remaining 
soil appears to be thoroughly dry. 

4. After this drying is complete examine these soils and note any differ- 
ences in the compactness of the masses. 

5. Account for these differences. 
Perhaps you may be able to measure in a quantitative way the firmness 

of these dry masses of soil. 
Have you ever observed as complete compacting of the surface soil in a 

corn field? 
Can you explain how a young corn plant may reach the surface of a soil 

in such condition? 
Suggest some means of preventing the puddling of soils. 

EXPERIMENT XIV. 

Effect of Organic Matter in Soil upon the Degree of Puddling or Baking. 

Apparatus and material needed: 

5 coffee cups or 5 3-inch evaporating dishes. 
2 one-quart lots of air-dry soil, one of clay and one of muck, 
1 600 c.c. beaker or graduate. 
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The experiment: 
1. Into the five cups or the five -dishes introduce soil as follows: 

1st —24 grams of clay. 
2nd—18 grams of clay and 6 grams of muck. 
3rd—12 grams of clay and 12 grams of muck. 
4th— 6 grams of clay and 18 grams of muck. 
5th —24 grams of muck. 

What are the percentage amounts in each case? 
2. Mix the contents of cups or dishes 2, 3, and 4 thoroughly. 
3. Add slowly to each cup or dish sufficient water to cover the soil one- 

fourth inch. 
4. Place cups or dishes and contents in a warm dry place, and allow to 

stand until thoroughly dry. 
5. Note differences in compactness of the dried masses of soil, and so far 

as you can, account for the differences. 
6. If you can, measure the differences. 
7. Do the results of this experiment suggest any method of farm practice? 

EXPERIMENT XV. 

Effect of Sandy Material in Soil upon the Degree of Puddling. 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

Same as in last experiment except that quart lots of air-dry clay and sand 
are to be used. 

The experiment: 

1. Into the five cups or the five dishes introduce soil as follows: 
Ist —24 grams of clay. 
2nd—18 grams of clay and 6 grams of sand. 
3rd—12 grams of clay and 12 grams of sand. 
4th— 6 grams of clay and 18 grams of sand. 
5th—24 grams of sand. 

From this point proceed as in experiment XIV. 

SOIL TEMPERATURE. 

For this work it is desirable, though not absolutely necessary, to have a 
set of all-glass soil thermometers, one three-inch, one six-inch, and one 
twelve-inch. (These can be purchased of Henry Green & Co., Brooklyn, 
N. Y.) Whether this set can be afforded or not, there should be provided 
one dozen accurately graduated all-glass thermometers. For this work 
Fahrenheit thermometers will probably prove best, and they should be suffi- 
ciently long in the lower stem, if possible, to give a length of three inches 
between the middle of the bulb and the 40° mark. 

With such a set of soil thermometers as that indicated above, the tem- 
perature of the soil may be observed at depths of 3 inches, 6 inches and 12 
inches respectively. With the ordinary thermometers the temperature 
may be observed at the surface and ordinarily not more than three inches 
below the surface. 

5 
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To insert the bulb of an all-glass thermometer below the surface of the 
ground a hole must first be made with an iron or steel rod. If the surface 
is dry or loose it may be necessary to set a casing of paper or wood about the 
top of the hole to prevent the loose soil from falling into the hole to interfere 
with the inserting and removing of the thermometer. The hole should be 
so made that the center of the thermometer bulb shall stand at the depth at 
which the temperature is to be observed. After placing the thermometer 
in the soil it should be allowed to stand from 3 minutes to 5 minutes before 
reading in order that the mercury may come to rest. 

EXPERIMENT XVI. 

A Study of the Variations in Temperature of Natural Field or Garden Soils 
During the Day at Depths of 0, 3, 6 and 12 inches respectively. 

Apparatus needed: 

1 carefully graduated ordinary thermometer. 
3 soil thermometers, 3-inch, 6-inch and 12-inch. 
(See Exp. XVII as alternative.) 

1 steel rod for making holes for soil thermometers. 

The experiment: 

1. Select some convenient uncropped area in a field or garden. 
2. With the iron rod make three holes of proper depth respectively to 

receive the three soil thermometers, casing the tops with paper or 
wooden tubes. 

(These holes should be about four inches apart in an east and west line.) 
3. Place the soil thermometers each in its proper hole, and the ordinary 

thermometer so that its bulb shall lie flat upon the surface of the 
ground three inches south of the middle soil thermometer. 

4, After five minutes quickly read all the thermometers and record the 
readings. 

5. At intervals of two hours during the day repeat 3 and 4, taking the 
first reading as early as sunrise if possible, and the last just before sun- 
set. 

Use a table something like the following for recording data: 

Soil Temperature. 

Thermometers reading at 

| Time of 
Depa | highest | Average 

7 9 11 1 3 5 7 | reading. | 8: 

ose fe ote \| ce, le) (o0!!e'') Ihe: onole 0) 0)| elie lee 9. .6)\|\\e\s)® i e-ce || vieliaiiekele iwinm) oan) oped sale (ete ele 
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6. Record any conclusions the data obtained may in your opinion war- 
rant. 

It would be well to repeat this experiment upon a number of days to note 
the progression of change, and the effect of clouds, rain, variation of air 
temperature, etc., upon soil temperatures. 

EXPERIMENT XVII. 

(To be performed in place of the previous experiment if the laboratory does 
not possess soil thermometers.) 

Apparatus needed: 

2 carefully graduated ordinary all-glass thermometers. 
1 iron rod for making holes for the thermometer. 

The experiment: 

1. Select some convenient uncropped area in a field or garden. 
2. With the iron rod make a hole in the soil deep enough to allow the 

thermometer to be inserted three inches into the soil, provided that at 
that depth the 50° mark on the stem stands above the surface of the soil. 
Otherwise make the hole deep enough to receive the thermometer so 
that the 50° mark on the stem shall stand just above the surface of the 
soil. Insert the thermometer. ‘ 

3. Place the other thermometer so that its bulb shall lie flat on the surface 
of the ground three inches south of the other thermometer. 

4, After the thermometers have been in place 5 minutes read them and 
record the readings. 

5. Repeat 4 at intervals of two hours during the day, as directed in Ex- 
periment XVI. 

Use a table similar to that used in Experiment XVI for recording data. 
Mention any interesting points which in your opinion the experiment has 

shown. 
It would be well to repeat this experiment upon a number of days to note 

the progressive changes, the effects of clouds, rains, etc., upon soil temperature. 

EXPERIMENT XVIII. 

The Effect of Slope upon the Temperature of the Soil. 

Apparatus needed: 
The same as in Experiment XVI if soil thermometers are available; other- 

wise the same as in Experiment XVII. 

The experiment; 
1. Select two convenient areas, one on a south slope and one on a north 

slope. Be sure the two areas are alike or nearly so in texture and color 
of soil. 

2. Using one of the methods described above (Experiments XVI and 
XVII) take and record one set of temperature readings on the south 
slope. 

3. Move the apparatus to the area on the north slope, take and record a 
set of temperature readings as on the south slope. 

Plan to set the thermometers so that the readings on the north slope may 
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be taken just 10 minutes after the readings were taken on the south 
slope. 

4. Leave the thermometers in place on the north slope and just 10 minutes 
after the first readings on the north slope were taken, take and record 
another set of readings. 
Remove apparatus to the south slope and take and record a set of 
readings, taking the readings just 10 minutes after the second set of 
readings on the north slope were taken. 

6. Average the two sets of readings taken on the south slope, i. e., average 
the two surface readings, then average the 3-inch readings, and so on. 

7. Average the two sets of readings taken on the north slope. 
Use a table like the following: 

on 

The Effect of Slope upon the Temperature of the Soil. 

South Slope. North Slope. 

Depth of ex, | 3 
thermometer Time. Time. 

bulb. 
Average. Average. 

00 :30 | 10 :20 
. = | 

Ovi, eis ba Re a at NRE ae te eee ant | eve Ate ee 

Sis a TS eS Bip ge ae IL ye ee een Po eee 
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S. Record any conclusions that in your opinion the data obtained war- 
rant. 

9. Why time the readings as indicated? 

EXPERIMENT XIX. 

The Effect of Color upon the Temperature of Soil (with air-dry soils and 

laboratory conditions). 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

8 one-quart pudding or bean pans. 
Three pint-lots of the following kinds of soil; light colored loam, dark 

loam, light colored sandy, all air-dry and sifted. 
2 quarts of clay soil, air-dry and sifted. 
5 quarts of muck soil, air-dry and sifted. 
One-half pint pulverized chalk, slaked lime or plaster of Paris. 
1 carefully graduated all-glass thermometer reading to degrees, or better, 

to half degrees. ; 
7 feet of No. 12 galvanized iron wire, and a perforated No. 14 cork to 

make a frame to hold the thermometer. 
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The experiment: 

1. a. Fill one pan with the clay soil. 
b. Fill one pan with the light colored loam. 
c. Fill one pan with the dark colored loam. 
d. Fill one pan with the light sandy soil. 
e. Fill one pan with the muck soil. 
f. Fill one pan with the clay, leaving room for just enough muck to com- 

pletely cover the surface of the clay. 
Fill one pan with the muck soil, leaving room for just enough of the 
fine clay to completely cover the surface. 

h. Fill one pan with the muck soil, leaving Just room enough to com- 
pletely cover the surface with plaster of Paris, powdered chalk or 
slaked lime. 

T3 

Fic. 12. Showing the pans of soil as they appear in Experiment XIX. 

Norre—In filling the pans, fill pans 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 rounding full and tap their sides with a stick 
to settle the soil. Then with a straight edge strike off the surface of the soil even with the rim of 
the pan. Fill pans 6, 7 and 8 rounding full, tap the sides very lightly, strike off and tap again to 
complete the settling; the idea being to so gauge the tapping before and after striking off that when 
the settling is complete, there will be just room enough to hold the required amount of the covering 
material to completely cover the surface of the soil proper. It may require more than one trial to 
accomplish the best results. 

2. Set all of these pans with their contents out in the sunshine. (It will 
be better if the pans can be set down into the ground so that their rims 
stand just even with the surface of the ground. The rims of the 
pans should be but a few inches apart.) 

3. At any time between 11 a. m. and 2 p. m. take the temperature of 
these soils one inch below the surface and record. 

Nore—It will not be necessary to make a hole for the thermometers in these soils. Carefully 
push the bulb of the thermometer to the proper depth. An open frame or gauge like that shown in 
Fig. 12 will prove helpful. 

4. In order that the results may be more reliable it will be better to take 
the thermometer readings just 5 minutes apart, taking two readings 
from each pan. Take the readings in the following order: 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Devoid aura en) Oreos Bed t 15 

Place your readings in a table like this: 
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Effect of Color on Soil Temperatures. 
— — — ——— 

Pan | Pan Pan | Pan Pan | Pan’ Pan! Pan 
a ae 4, 5. 6. fe 8. 
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5. Average the first and second readings of each pan, placing the average 
in the proper place and indicate order of temperatures, from highest to 
lowest. 

6. Place all of the pans under cover and away from the sunshine, and 
after twenty-four hours, with the pans still in the shade, take the tem- 
peratures as in 4, introducing the readings into a table like the one used 
for the readings of the previous day. 

7. Complete the table as in 5. 
8. Record any conclusions suggested by this experiment. 

EXPERIMENT XX. 

Effect of Color upon Soil Temperature (with moist soils and field conditions). 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

A spade. 
22 linear feet of 4-in. x 6-in. boards. 
8 carefully graduated all-glass thermometers. 
1 iron rod to make holes for the thermometers. 
4 bu. each of the following soils: a clay, a light loam, a dark loam, a 

sandy, and a muck. 

The experiment: 

1. From a level area 2 ft. x 4 ft. remove the soil to the uniform depth 
of 7 inches. . 

2. Cover the bottom of the excavation so formed to the depth of one inch, 
when well packed, with coarse sand. 

3. With the 4-in. x 6-in. boards divide this area into squares of about 
one foot on each side and six inches deep. 

4. Fill these squares as follows: 
a. With a clay soil, finely crumbled. 
b. With a light colored loam, finely crumbled. 
c. With a dark colored loam, finely crumbled. 
d. With a fine sandy soil, finely crumbled. 
e. With a muck soil, finely crumbled. 
f. With a clay soil, finely crumbled, leaving room for just enough muck 

soil to completely cover the surface of the clay. 
Sa Rie 
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g. With finely crumbled muck soil, leaving room for just enough of 
the finely crumbled clay soil to completely cover the surface of the 
muck. 

h. With finely crumbled muck soil, leaving room for just enough plaster 
of Paris, ground chalk or slaked lime to completely cover the surface 
of the muck. 

5. With a garden sprinkler and water thoroughly wet down the soils in 
all of these divisions. A good rain would do the work better. 

6. Allow to stand twenty-four hours. 
7. On the first sunshiny day set one of the eight thermometers to the 

depth of two inches in the center of each of the eight areas, using the 
iron rod if necessary to make holes for the bulbs of the thermometers. 

aoe and record readings at 10 a. m., 12 m., and 2 p. m.. 
. On the first cloudy day set the thermometers as indicated in 7 and 
aay and record readings at 10 a. m., 12 m., and 2 p. m. 
Use a table like this: 

Effect of Color on Soil Temperature. 

Sunshiny day. Cloudy day. 

iar ae ; = a we ee Tei 7 = — 

10 2 2 10 12 2 
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Do the results suggest any methods for practice on the farm? 

EXPERIMENT XXI. 

The Effect of Moisture upon the Temperature of the Soil. 

Apparatus and materials needed: 

2 one-quart pudding or bean pans. 
3 quarts finely crumbled, air-dry, sandy soil. 
1 carefully graduated all-glass thermometer. 

The experiment: 
1. Fill the two pans with the soil in the manner described in Experiment 
XIX. 

2. Thoroughly moisten the soil in one of the pans and allow both pans of 
soil to stand together in the laboratory, but away from the sunshine, 
for a few hours. — 

t OF C, 
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3. Determine and record the temperature of the soil in the two pans... 
4. Now place the pans in the sunshine, and after two hours determine 

and record temperature. 
Use a table like the following: 

Soil Temperatures as Influenced by Light and Moisture. 

In Tn 
shade. sunshine. 
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5. How wet should a field soil be? 
Why so wet? 
Why not wetter? 

It might be well to repeat this experiment, using other soils. 

EXPERIMENT XXII. 

Effect of Tilth upon the Temperature of the Soil. 

Apparatus needed: 

A spade. } 
2 all-glass thermometers, accurately graduated. 
An iron rod to make holes for the thermometers. 

The experiment: 

1. Select a bare level field or garden area 1 foot by 2 feet 
not recently been plowed or spaded. 

2. Thoroughly spade one-half of this area to the depth of six inches. If 
the soil does not crumble freely, it should be removed, placed in a pile, 
and thoroughly crumbled with the hands if necessary, and then returned 
to its place. 

Leave the other half unspaded. 
3. With the iron rod make a hole in the center of each half of the area, 

sufficiently deep to receive its thermometer to the depth of two inches. 
4. At one o’clock on the first clear day place the thermometers one in each 

of these holes and after 5 minutes read and record temperatures. 
5. At one o’clock on the first cloudy day place the thermometers one in 

each hole and after 5 minutes read and record the temperatures, 
Use a table like this: 

one that has 
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Soil Temperatures as Influenced by Light and Cultivation. 

| Cloudy | Sunshiny 
| weather. weather. 
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It may be desirable to make several readings at the hours indicated. 
It might be interesting also to make readings at other hours. 
6. If you discover differences in temperatures account for them. 
7. Do the results suggest any methods of farm practice? 

EXPERIMENT XXIII. 

Effect of Smoothness of Surface upon Soil Temperature. 

Apparatus needed: 

A spade. 
A garden rake. 
2 carefully graduated all-glass thermometers. 
An iron rod to make holes for the thermometers. 

The experiment: 
1. Select a level field or garden area two feet by four feet, one that has not 

recently been plowed or spaded. 
2. Spade the whole area to a depth of six inches. 

- 3. With the rake level off one-half (2 ft. x 2 ft.) of the spaded area, and 
with the spade pat down the surface even and smooth so as to resemble 
the rolled surface of a field. 

4. The remaining area should not be smoothed. The more rough and 
lumpy it can be left the better. 

5. On the first sunshiny day carefully set the thermometers, one in the 
center of each of these areas, to the depth of two inches below the sur- 
face of the ground, and make and record readings at 8 a. m., 10 a. m., 
12sms. 2p. m., and:4 p: m. 

Be careful on the rough area not to measure down from the top of the 
lumps, but from the top of the ground. 

. 6. On the first cloudy day set the thermometers as above and make and 
record readings. 

Use a table like this: 
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Effect of Smoothness of Surface upon Soil Temperature. 

Bright day. Cloudy day. 
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7. Fill out the table. 
Shall we roll our fields? Give reason for your answer. 
8. Study and compare results obtained in this experiment. 
Do the results in the two experiments indicate conflicting farm practice. 
The question concerning the rolling of fields suggests a modification of 

the experiment with dry earth mulches. 
In the jars supplied with water from the bottom once each week determine 

the moisture content of the two-inch mulch. Then after a fresh watering 
press down a portion of this mulch against the tamped soil below. After 
several hours determine its moisture content again and compare with first 
result. 
Why is a fine harrow used after rolling? 






